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Abstract—Central utility services are increasingly networked systems that use an interconnection of sensors and programmable logic controllers, and feed data to servers and human-machine interfaces. These systems are connected to the Internet so that they can be accessed remotely, and the network in these plants is structured according to the SCADA model. Although the physical systems themselves are generally designed with high degrees of safety in mind, and designers of computer systems are well advised to incorporate computer security principles, a combined framework for supervisory control of the physical and cyber architectures in these systems is still lacking. Often absent are provisions to defend against external and internal attacks, and even operator errors that might bypass currently standalone security measures to cause undesirable consequences. In this paper we examine a prototypical instance of SCADA network in the distribution network that handles central cooling and heating for a set of buildings. The electrical loads are networked through programmable logic controllers (PLCs), electrical meters, and networks that deliver data to and from servers that are part of a SCADA system, which has grown in size and complexity over many years.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are many physical systems today that impact or are impacted by networked computers. The growing trend is to embed intelligence onto physical devices, especially critical assets, and then network them, for added convenience of the operators who monitor and interact with them.

In the past, information networks and controls of this type were limited to the electricity transmission infrastructure and generation facilities. The operations and management of these facilities are characterized by strict scrutiny and include contingency planning. But, increasingly, these cyber-physical networked systems are used in relatively small plants, with network configurations that are ad hoc and designed opportunistically to lower cost and meet local needs efficiently. In these small plants, inevitably, the safety management model is extremely streamlined. In one prototypical central heating and cooling plant, large electrical loads are networked through a handful of PLCs, connected with one main PLC cabinet and to a wide area network.

As the desire to harness these networked cyber-physical systems to perform demand response grows, the open questions about their safety becomes increasingly compelling. The physical systems themselves have always been designed with extremely high degrees of safety in mind, using a technique called safety engineering [Lev11]. Safety engineering sets the requirements and best practices for how systems should be operated by human operators, failure scenarios such as fail safe, fail fast, and fail stop. Similarly, designers of computer systems are well-advised to consider computer security principles [SS75].

Analyzing one such plant in detail, we have seen an emerging trend: the newest physical assets have expanded and improved their networking capabilities and, in parallel, they have also strengthened their local controls, limiting unsafe use of the individual machines. But, as much as the operators are gratified with these safety advances and improved capabilities, they recognize that there are several older assets in these plants that were never intended to be connected to any network. Furthermore, these improved controls are local, which means there is no mechanism in place, nor test or certification process, for the networked system, that would ensure to a certain degree that machines cannot have a collective behavior that is damaging. One of the key reasons why the collective physical actions matter, is that all these physical systems, newer and older, are drawing energy from the same electric grid. It is the combination of the two networks—the data network, and the electrical network—that, even under the assumption of perfectly robust local control, can leave vulnerabilities.

In fact, much existing effort in research and development relating to the security of these systems focuses on the two elements in tight compartments, where either the cyber infrastructure or the physical one work in an ideal manner and cannot be the root cause or trigger of security violations in the other domain [Bau10], [KHLF10]. The intersection of safety engineering and computer security is one of the most significant sources of concern for cyber-physical systems, however. Specifically, where are the gaps left by the designers

![Fig. 1. Utility Network.](image-url)
of such systems in which unsafe assumptions are made about which particular system among the “cyber” and “physical” systems are responsible for safety and security? As the targets of the Stuxnet [Sym11] worm now know, systems often do allow behavior that is damaging to individual devices since computer systems frequently can be misinformed or ignore tolerances of the physical systems they control, the serial protocols that the devices use to receive commands, or other physical operating constraints. Even more insidious is the eventuality of a perfectly tolerable local behavior which results in collective network actions that are damaging.

Of course key failures that the system must defend against need not be limited to external attacks, but also threatens from operator error and malicious insiders [BEP*08]. Even well-meaning attempts to secure systems can be problematic: consider the election official who installed a virus scanner onto his electronic voting machines in attempt to make them more secure, despite the fact that these machines were never connected to any network, and therefore could not have been contaminated by malware. The installation rightly invalidated the certification of the voting machine.

II. A CASE STUDY

A diagram of the networked components in the system is shown in Figure 1, including some of the elements that appear in the cyber system and in the physical system. It is evident that its complex needs are handled in a centralized fashion with the aid of a network and sensors on the ground that are supposed to provide situational awareness to the operators.

Given the large size of heaters, chillers, gas exhausts, etc., plants are typically divided in several sub-plants, plus a control room, which often is the site of central networking equipment and of human operators, who operated the machinery through a Human Machine Interface (HMI) but are on-site because they often physically verify the results of their control. As the diagram indicates, the networked system includes three categories of nodes: the physical devices (e.g., the boilers, the chilling towers, the transformer, the water alkalizer etc.), the computational and data elements (e.g., computers, Human Machine Interfaces, Programmable Logic Controllers, and various sensors), and the human operators. Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) are the center of a star network that includes both analog and digital sensors, typically communicating through wired links. There are two main categories of networks as well: the communication and computers network, and the physical supply networks including electrical, water and gas. There is also a human network of operators.

Within each class of nodes there is wide heterogeneity of functions, permissions and capabilities. The overall utility, as the diagram in Figure 1 suggests, is a set of local networks which are all connected through a VLAN SCADA backbone, which is part of the campus network. Not all the facilities connected to the SCADA network are likely to have the variety of nodes and functions that the main utility plant has, and generally several plants do not have control rooms with human operators because their desks are concentrated in the control room in the main plant facility. This is why networking is of paramount importance: to provide situation awareness in a complex landscape of distributed systems. The inventory of the elements contained in the facility is reported in Figure 2.

A. Physical Elements

A recurring feature of these networked systems is that the infrastructure is heavily layered and evolves over many years. Typically new facilities are tacked on to the old ones.

1) Heating and Cooling Plant Devices: The multiple heating and cooling devices in such a plant and, because of their large size boilers and chillers are usually arranged into different subsystems (or plants). There include chillers, boilers, furnaces, waste gas exhausts, variable-frequency drive (VFD) room, and motor control centers (MCC), located at a number of sub-plants of the plant we studied.

2) Grid: The plant we studied receives electricity from a substation dedicated to the complex of buildings that are served by it. The electric transformers, feeding from the 4160/480V feeder, supply electricity to the heating and cooling devices at the plant such as the boilers, the chillers, and the motor control centers (MCC). The plant adopts three-phase AC grid, and has voltage levels: 4160V, 480V, and 280V.

B. Computational and Sensing Elements network

In the typical SCADA reference model, dispersed plants like the utility we analyzed, have one or more single point of convergence for a network of sensors on the field (i.e., on the actual machines). These aggregation points are typically referred to as Remote Terminal Units (RTU). In Figure 1 the RTU role is logically played by the several PLC in the facility, each connected via ethernet cables to a subnetwork of sensors. The ratio of PLC to assets is quite high, since the individual boilers and chillers, the exhaust etc. have several sensors within each unit. It seems that any expansion of the facility has come with a new set of PLC (one or two). They have been then connected to the same point of access to the SCADA network. The network in the facility is structured as a forest with a few trees connecting to the campus network. A number of PLCs, meters and sensors communication links converge towards a single network relay located in the control
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room, in the same cabinet of one important PLC in the plant. A separate network trees is the electrical meters network, directly connected to the campus network, without a specific PLC associated to them. So there is no RTU in the plant for the electrical metering infrastructure.

This configuration reflects a hierarchy typical of the SCADA model with a single RTU concentrating information. However, it appears that there is no data aggregation and processing performed anywhere within the plant, or in the close proximity of the physical assets. The information and command streams are routed to, processed, aggregated, and interpreted in a number of remote servers maintained as part of the campus IT infrastructure. In fact, the command stream coming from the operators desk keyboards is not sent directly to the local PLC. Rather, it is sent to the appropriate server in the SCADA network that then issues the commands back to the physical device in the appropriate format for the PLC. As we discuss next, there are graphical user interfaces on the machines that can bypass this and allow the operators to directly change the set points. Architecturally, this choice of mapping functionalities to servers and use of them as centers for the network traffic seems more justified by historical artifacts rather than by deep technical thinking behind the design of cyber-physical systems. It is the connection to the databases in the server which is also used for the immediate feedback and control in the infrastructure, whenever the operators are not in close contact with the machine. This means that, if the servers are away from the plant and the plant loses its connection to the external network that links them from to the servers, the operations of the plant cannot be performed through the control room, but have to be performed manually, interacting with the graphical interface on the machines.

Furthermore, we noticed that each server’s typical configuration has its own specific data function and, interestingly, there is a preferred server to accrue data for water heaters and chillers that is used as historian and to obtain the system analytics. This server transfers data to another server that is used to inform the human-machine interface (HMI). The software is provided by two different vendors that specialize in HMI software for SCADA systems. Also, electrical metering is on a separate cloud server and not displayed concurrently with the water system.

1) Control and Communication Devices: Programmable Logic controllers (PLC) are commonly used in modern cyber-physical systems to provide automation of electromechanical processes. A PLC is a digital computer especially designed for multiple inputs and output arrangements and endure extreme environmental conditions. Human-Machine interfaces (HMI) that we observed are typically either a computer screen or graphical user interface panels at the side of the physical machines, allowing the operators to examine and adjust the configuration and condition of a device. The built-in communication ports in these devices can be RS-232 or Ethernet ports. The digital communications between these devices adopt the industry automation protocol like Modbus or Fieldbus which enables the PLC communicate over a over a network to other systems. Modbus or Fieldbus belong to the de facto standard protocols widely adopted in industry PLCs. These protocols use plain text commands and have no security features for either integrity (e.g., checksums) or confidentiality (e.g., encryption). Security also requires strictly administered access, but there is no security mechanism in the devices interface to identify authorized users. Another protocol we found in the utility plant is the NetBios protocol (for printer/file sharing) used in the Ethernet/IP network, which, if not implemented correctly, can expose the data to the entire Internet.

In Figure 3 on the top and bottom we show respectively the network of PLCs and electrical meters. The PLC network has, for the most part, a tree structure emanating from the NAM switch, with depth 4. The SCADA cabinet in the control room is by far the most networked, and is directly linked to a number of PLC in Plant E as well as an alarm system in Plant A. Furthermore it is the convergence site for most of the electrical meters.

2) Data and Traffic analysis: In our investigation we realized first hand how no feedback or monitoring for the cyber system is provided in these deployments. One of the interests and concerns the utility manager had was gaining a better idea on how to control the system holistically. An example discussed was that of an old boiler whose serial communication port was connected to the network through an interface allowing to transfer data from an obsolete serial port to the Ethernet link, and that continued to create problems for the operators. Occasionally, due to the imperfect interface, the communications to the boiler would be interrupted and the monitors of the operators would simply freeze the image of the sensor measurements, without giving any clue whatsoever to warn the operators of the cyber failure. This exemplifies the ad hoc nature of the connection of sensor interface to the network that resulted in the issues with monitoring. The operators decided to address the problem by maintaining a manual log and periodically inspecting the elements. In this...
LAN protocol. The intermittent traffic is periodic with a maximum transmission rate of 5 packets/sec. The figure in the middle shows the traffic of all other protocols, for connection setup or network administration, such as Ethernet/IP implicit packets and multi-cast advertising packets to announce a device’s presence. This traffic occupied most of the network resources, with a steady rate about 200 packets/sec most of the time plus three clearly distinguishable spiking period, whose maximum transmission rate reached over 500 packets/sec. Our further study discovered that the 200 packets/sec traffic mainly came from the PLC of a specific device (named “Boiler4”) in the plant, which was recognized by the manager as the newest and more wired PLC among the ones available in the facility. This PLC was using ENIP/UDP to set up connections with other devices and after the efforts failed, it began to broadcast over 31 MB in that period. Another notable observation was the presence of traffic from a network vulnerability scanner. It is possible that this interaction would activate processes that are not designed for a close network such as the SCADA network.

3) Measurement and Monitoring Sensors: The archival electrical data that can be retrieved from the SCADA database server is recorded in a very coarse resolution, every 15 minutes. The electrical data points for an AC network are collected from electrical voltage/current transmitters or switches installed at transformers supplying the physical devices at the plant, which include the voltage $V$ (Volt) and current magnitude $I$ (Ampere), the real and reactive power $P$ (kilo-Watt) and $Q$ (kilo-Var), frequency $f$ (Hz), power factor $p_f$ (the cosine of the phase angle difference $\theta$ (deg) between the voltage and current phasors), etc. The voltage, current, and real/reactive powers can be measured at three separate phases.

---

(a,b,c) and the mean, maximum, and minimum values recorded over each observing periods. Due to the insufficiency of electric sensors, aggregate measurements are taken instead of measuring individual devices at some subsystems.

A sample from a week of electrical measurements from the electrical meter in one sub-plant is shown in Figure 6. We estimated the probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the data. Fig. 7 shows a sample empirical PDF/CDF curves of voltage, current, real/reactive power, power factor (in percentage), lagging phase angle, and AC frequency, computed based on the month worth measurements taken from one chilling device in our examined plant. It can be seen that the voltage (a little bit above the rated voltage level 4160V) and frequency (around 60 Hz) are quite stable and roughly follow a Gaussian distribution above the rated voltage level 4160V) and frequency (around 60 Hz) are quite stable and roughly follow a Gaussian distribution. Other data types (i.e., the current, real/reactive power, the power factor and the lagging phase angle) are clearly multimodal, due to the ON/OFF nature of the sources. There are two distinct sets of states, which respectively correspond to the low-power and high-power states of the grid.

For a device operated in an alternative-current (AC) grid, given a near-constant frequency as we observed, the consumed real/reactive power and the power factor can be written as:

\[ P = VI \cos(\theta), \quad Q = VI \sin(\theta), \]

Therefore the real/reactive powers, the current, the power factor and the lagging phase angle are inherently correlated together. One interesting phenomenon is that during the low-power (low-current as well) period, the device’s electrical meters tend to read abnormally large lagging phase angle therefore very low power factor. The system operator attributed this to two likely reasons: the meter errors or some operating defects of the device. Since this phenomenon is common among many electrical meter measurement data of various devices in our examined plant, we believe it is more likely caused by the meter errors. However, if the devices tend to have extremely low power factors at their low-power level, this may introduce potential harm to the grid quality and result in utility penalties to the plant owner, since poor lagging power factors may cause extra voltage drops, additional transmission loss even flow overload in the grid; in fact, the utility usually requires their customers to keep an ideal power factor about 0.95 ∼ 1.00, otherwise some onsite compensation has to implement in order to improve the factor.

We examined the electrical meter errors by comparing directly measured real/reactive power values with computed values, based on other data types, using the equations (1). We compute the real and reactive power as:

\[ \hat{\theta} = \cos^{-1}(pf), \quad \hat{P} = VI \cos(\hat{\theta}), \quad \hat{Q} = VI \sin(\hat{\theta}). \]

Then the discrepancy between the measured and computed real/reactive power are

\[ \text{err}_P = P - \hat{P}, \quad \text{err}_Q = Q - \hat{Q}. \]

Fig. 8 shows the discrepancy derived from the same measurement data of Fig. 7. It can be seen that the discrepancy relates with the two distinct power-level states: during the high-power-level period (normal-loaded) the discrepancy is trivial; during the low-power-level period (light-loaded), the discrepancy is large and can be as high as 100% of the measured value. Fig. 9 presents the mutual-correlation image-map to show the correlation strength between the variables from a specific set of data points, drawn according the Pearson coefficients, which
is defined as:

$$
\rho(X,Y) = \frac{E[(X - E_X)(Y - E_Y)]}{\sqrt{E[(X - E_X)^2]E[(Y - E_Y)^2]}},
$$

(4)

where \(E(\cdot)\) represents the expectation (or the mean-value) of a statistical variable. From the correlation map, one can see that the whole set of data points can be clearly divided into three groups. The first group comprise the current \(I\), the real/reactive power \(P\) and \(Q\), which are strongly correlated to with a correlation coefficient close to 1.0 (as shown as dark red in the image map); the second group contains the power factor \(pf\) and the discrepancy of real power \(err_P\), which maintain an moderately strong correlated with the first-group variables and among themselves and correlation coefficients around 0.6 \(\sim\) 0.8 (shown as orange and red in the image map); while the third group include the discrepancy of reactive power \(err_Q\), the frequency \(f\) and the voltage \(V\) which have very weak correlation among themselves and also a very weak correlation with the variables from the other two groups and the correlation coefficients mostly close to be zero (shown as yellow or green in the map), however, with two exceptions here which will be discussed in the following:

The first exception is the voltage \(V\) exhibiting a moderately strong negative correlation with the first group variables \(\rho = -0.8 \sim -0.6\). This is no surprise because they have been related together by (1). The correlation coefficients are negative because a large power consumption (i.e., real/reactive power and the current as well) usually causes more voltage drops along the transmission line.

The second exception is the errors in the real and reactive power values, i.e., \(err_P\) and \(err_Q\), which have moderately strong mutual negative correlation. This is possibly a feature of the electrical meter erroneous measurement pattern.

From our analysis we believe that the empirical PDF/CDFs and the correlation statistics of measurement data can be derived and utilized to define hypothesis tests for anomaly detection. Particularly the distinct statistical characteristics related with the two power-level states could be used to design a specification-based detection and distinguish whether the anomaly is caused by meter errors or malicious attacks.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EFFORTS

Accessing real data to compile an inventory like this can be challenging. The primary conclusions that we can draw from this study is that the networking of several devices has given the operators a greater sense of safety and flexibility, but that, in turn, the activity within the network is broadly misunderstood. The picture we derived confirms the concern that there is no form of support in these network deployments for contingency planning or analysis of events that originates in the cyber network and that attests the lack of testing models for these networked infrastructures in the industry suppliers that provide this equipment. The heterogeneity of devices connected to the network is particularly daunting, and daunting are also the challenges of networked control. Future research includes creating models and simulations that can shed some light on the first tasks that we outlined in our project objectives and represent our initial steps towards a computer model that can replace and inform these case studies.
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